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Re: Release: 1931
Service Requests: 82583, 82806, 82979, 83016
Error Reports: 2276, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2282, 2283, 2285, 2286, 2287, 2288, 2290, 2293, 2297, 2307
Programs: See R1931 Objects List document
Copy Members: See R1931 Objects List document
Include Members: See R1931 Objects List document
DDL Members: See R1931 Objects List document
Bind Members: See R1931 Objects List document
CICS Maps: See R1931 Objects List document
CICS Help: See R1931 Objects List document
Forms: See R1931 Objects List document
Table Updates: Data Element Table, System Messages Table, Code Translation Table, Data Element to Screens Table, History Data Element Table
EAR Files: EDBIEAR, EDBUEAR
ZIP Files: EDBIZIP, EDBUZIP, WEBSVZIP
Java Programs: See R1931 Objects List document
JavaScript: See R1931 Objects List document
Web Pages: See R1931 Objects List document
Property Files: See R1931 Objects List document
Configuration Files: See R1931 Objects List document
Help Files: See R1931 Objects List document
CSS Files: See R1931 Objects List document
Urgency: Date Mandated (see Timing of Installation below)

This release addresses the following Service Requests and Error Reports:

**Service Request 82583**
Service Request 82583 requires a change to the collection and reporting of employee demographics to comply with new Federal standards for race and ethnicity data.

**Service Request 82806**
Service Request 82806 requires a change to establish reporting fields in PPS to capture data relevant to Health Sciences (HS) faculty. Phase I, changes to PPS, was completed under Release 1916. Phase II will be covered by this release to derive and move department type code, academic programmatic unit code, patient care flag, degree 1, degree 2 and degree 3 to the CPS file.

**Service Request 82979**
Service Request 82979 requires a change to pass the actual separation reason code (EDB0141) to the CPS file with no translation.
Service Request 83016
Service Request 83016 requires a change to the web new hire application to accept appointment department code as input at the appointment level. It requires this to be controlled by campuses using the external property file.

Error Report 2276
Error Report 2276 requires the enlarging employee name fields on the employee identification screen of the web new hire application.

Error Report 2279
Error report 2279 aligns the delete button under additional recipients on PAN notification screen of the web new hire application.

Error Report 2280
Error report 2280 requires that the application retain incomplete field entry in various fields “masked” by a pattern in the web new hire application.

Error Report 2281
Error report 2281 requires that the highlights be consistent on the summary screen of the web new hire application.

Error Report 2283
Error report 2283 requires that if there’s no update key available in PS006 and PS008, it should cause an ABEND with useful messaging and logging.

Error Report 2285
Error report 2285 requires that when PS012 gets a fatal error condition from UCIIDASN, then content of UCIDWSAS-RETURN-STAT should be displayed.

Error Report 2286
Error report 2286 requires that the focus be on the “Appointment Type” field instead of “Appointment Title” when editing an appointment in the web new hire application.

Error Report 2287
Error report 2287 requires for proper formatting of the RVE screen in the web new hire application.

Error Report 2288
Error report 2288 removes clickable columns from Select Recipient screen (PAN) in the web new hire application.

Error Report 2290
Error report 2290 corrects the behavior of tab key in modal dialogs in the web new hire application.

Error Report 2293
Error report 2293 corrects the “unexpected error” condition when there are no templates in the web new hire application.

Error Report 2297
Error report 2297 requires fixes to the web new hire application related to threat posed by a cross-site request forgery vulnerability.

Error Report 2307
Error report 2307 requires fixes to the web EDB Inquiry application related to processing error when home phone number is not complete 10 digits.
Table Updates

Data Element Table
The Data Element Table was modified to include Hispanic-Ind (EDB0322), African-Amer-Ind (EDB0323), Amer-Indian-Ind (EDB0324), Asian-Ind (EDB0325), Native-Hawai-Ind (EDB0326) and White-Ind (EDB0327). A new value was added for Ethnic-Id (EDB0112).

System Messages Table
The System Messages Table was modified to include new messages 08-349 and 12-349. Messages 08-191 and 12-191 were modified.

Code Translation Table
The Code Translation Table was modified to include additional values and change some existing translations for Ethnic-Id (EDB0112).

Data Element to Screens Table
The Data Element to Screens Table was modified to include Hispanic-Ind (EDB0322), African-Amer-Ind (EDB0323), Amer-Indian-Ind (EDB0324), Asian-Ind (EDB0325), Native-Hawai-Ind (EDB0326) and White-Ind (EDB0327).

History Data Element Table
The History Data Element was modified to include Hispanic-Ind (EDB0322), African-Amer-Ind (EDB0323), Amer-Indian-Ind (EDB0324), Asian-Ind (EDB0325), Native-Hawai-Ind (EDB0326) and White-Ind (EDB0327).

Campus Customization Guide
Campus Customization guide (Campus Customization.doc) has been updated to reflect the new appointment department code property. This document is available online at http://www.ucop.edu/payroll/web-new-hire/maintenance_and_support.html.

Installation Instructions
A separate Installation Instructions document is provided for this release.

Test Plan
A separate Test Plan document is provided for this release.

Timing of Installation
The timing of this release is date mandated. Must be installed prior to the July month-end CPS extract (PPP711).

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.
If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Robert.Franks@ucop.edu or call 510-987-0395.

Mary Meyer